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Abstract

Most of my professional efforts over nearly five decades have been devoted to radiation

research, that is, studies of the physical, chemical, and biological actions of high-energy

radiation on matter. (By the term "high-energy radiation" I mean here x rays, y rays,

neutrons, and charged particles of high enough energies to produce ionization in matter. I

exclude visible light, infrared waves, microwaves, and sound waves.) Charms of radiation

research lie in its interdisciplinary character; although my training was in basic physics, the

scope of my interest has gradually increased to cover many other areas, to my deep

satisfaction. High-energy radiation is an important component of the universe, and of our

environment. It often provides an effective avenue for characterizing matter and

understanding its behavior. Near Earth's surface this radiation is normally present in

exceptionally low quantity, and yet it plays a significant role in some atmospheric

phenomena such as auroras, and also in the evolution of life. The recent advent of various

devices for producing high-energy radiation has opened up the possibility of many

applications, including medical and industrial uses. I have worked on some aspects of

those uses. At every opportunity to address a broad audience I try to convey a sense of

intellectual fun, together with some of the elements of the basic science involved. A goal

of radiation education might be to make the word "radiation" as common and familiar as

words such as "fire" and "electricity" through increased usage.
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1. Prologue

In August 1945, when World War II ended with the defeat of Japan, I was a sixth

grader of a Tokyo elementary school but was living safely in Nikko, a mountain resort 120

km north, owing to the "student evacuation" as a precaution against air raids. A few days

earlier the atomic bombs had been dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and shortly

thereafter a science teacher told us students about the science and technology related to

the atomic bomb. The lecture, shorter than an hour, made a profound impression and gave

me lasting stimulation; I wanted to learn much more about the topic. I am still studying a

part of this topic.

The first technical book I ever read through in English, in 1948, was the Smyth Report

[1]. It was the first official document published about the atomic bombs, and thus was

translated into many languages, and indeed was excellently written. In this book I first saw

the name of Argonne Laboratory, without a hunch that later I would work in the

successor laboratory for longer than forty years, until today.

My specific interest in radiation and its interactions with matter was aroused by the

Fukuryumaru (Lucky Dragon) incident, which occurred after the test of a thermonuclear

device (named Bravo) in 1954 at the Bikini Atoll. The crew of a Japanese fishing boat was

exposed to considerable radiation, and a member died shortly after returning to Japan. At

the same time I began to learn about the beneficial use of x rays in medical diagnosis and

therapy and was even more intrigued by this. Since then I have maintained a desire to learn

about radiation interactions with matter and to contribute something to the increase of

knowledge about them.

The charms of radiation science lie in its variety and diversity. High-energy radiation

and its actions on matter are related to studies of elementary particles, nuclei, atoms,

molecules, plasmas, and condensed matter, as well as accelerators, other radiation sources,

and related instrumentation, within the discipline of physics. Some aspects of high-energy

radiation belong to various branches of chemistry: physical, organic, inorganic, synthetic,

and analytical chemistry. Other aspects fit into biology, medicine, environmental sciences,

and some branches of engineering. Therefore, radiation science is a good area of study for

someone, like me, whose range of interest is broad. Radiation science is a potpourri of

different fields, and yet it represents an intellectual synthesis of encyclopedic knowledge.
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Some areas of science originated in physics and eventually settled as a branch of

engineering, as exemplified by mechanical engineering and electrical engineering. The

twenty-first century may see radiation engineering as a similarly established discipline.

Let me discuss some topics selected to illustrate various aspects of radiation science.

2. Effects of radiation on synthetic polymers

As a graduate student at the University of Tokyo I studied the topic in title. The

practical importance of this field does not seem to be as widely appreciated, as it should be

in my view. Let me discuss an example that shows the importance.

A commonly available sample of polyethylene consists of large molecules (technically

called polymers), each of which is a linear string and consists of many units (technically

called monomers) of chemical structure -CH2-. Irradiation of polyethylene with high-

energy radiation such as x rays or y rays produces a new chemical bond between

neighboring molecules. A chemical bond thus produced is technically called a cross-link,

and the process of its formation cross-linking. The cross-linking process accounts for a

substantial fraction of the total energy absorbed from radiation, and in this sense it is a

main result of radiation action.

After sufficient exposure to radiation, enough cross-links are formed to connect

polyethylene molecules into a three-dimensional network (technically called a gel). Then,

the sample becomes extremely strong and resistant both mechanically and chemically. This

phenomenon led to many industrial applications. One application has to do with the

cooling of the engine of an automobile with water. Till the late 1960s I often witnessed the

loss of cooling water, leading to overheating of the engine and eventually to disabling of

the automobile. This occurred as a result of degradation of rubber tubes and pipes because

of oxidation, which is inevitable after repeated changes of temperature and in constant

contact with oxygen in air. Young people probably do not know this kind of automobile

failure, because it has been completely eliminated by the use of irradiated, cross-linked

polyethylene in the water-cooling system.

Interestingly this eminently practical application began in Japan, years after its scientific

basis had been discovered by Arthur Charlesby [2, 3] in the U. K. and by Malcolm Dole

[4] in the U. S., independently of each other. This history is similar to that of the transistor
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and its application to radios and other common devices, and it illustrates different kinds of

strengths of different countries.

Effects of radiation on polymers in general depend on the molecular species, their

configuration, and other characteristics, and therefore these effects offer a rich field of

research still to be pursued [5, 6]. Wishing to learn more about the topic, I became an

associate of Dole at Northwestern University in 1962, and thus began my life in the U. S.

Gradually my scientific interest went deeper and deeper.

3. Electronic excitation and ionization of molecules

Gases such as air, liquids such as water or gasoline, and solids such as synthetic

polymers or biological cells are made of molecules and therefore are technically called

molecular substances. Most of them are electrical insulators. The action of high-energy

radiation on these substances begins with disturbances of the motion of electrons, which

are the main agents of chemical binding between atoms and hence are crucial to molecular

structure. Most of the energy of radiation is expended in changing the motion of electrons,

because they are the lightest constituents of matter, indeed much lighter than atomic nuclei.

As a consequence, electrons may be raised to an orbit of higher energy but still be bound

in an atom or molecule; technically we call this event electronic excitation. Alternatively,

electrons may be pushed out of an atom or molecule and thus liberated to move far away;

technically we call this event ionization, because what remains behind will be a positive ion.

An ion is a charged atom or molecule. The radiation that causes ions to form is called

ionizing radiation.

As a novice in science I wanted to understand fully all the microscopic processes

sketched above, but I had no appreciation of the vastness and depth of the subject area. It

encompasses electronic structures of atoms, molecules, and their assembly into liquids and

solids, as well as collision phenomena. After nearly five decades I continue my study with

no prospect of an end.
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4. Two teachers I had in Chicago

I was fortune to become associated with two masters of physics and chemistry related

to radiation, U. Fano and R. L. Platzman. One of the benefits of studying any field of

science is to be acquainted with persons of high intellectual ability and devotion.

Fano came from Italy and was trained in Rome by Enrico Fermi, one of the greatest

physicists of the twentieth century. Fano contributed much to various areas of theoretical

physics [7, 8]. I learned from him the basics of radiation's interactions with matter, first

from his papers during my student days in Tokyo and later from numerous conversations

in Chicago. He taught me many things. However, I remain most impressed with his

statement to the following effect: "When we do something in an applied field like radiation

science, we must still maintain intellectual standards high enough to command respect by a

basic scientist." The truth of this idea has been becoming clearer and clearer to me, as I

see more and more of mediocre work in applied sciences.

Platzman was an American, trained first at Chicago by James Franck, one of the

greatest chemists of the twentieth century, and later in Copenhagen by Niels Bohr, and

grew to be a pioneer in theoretical radiation chemistry [9]. Platzman invented several

notions seminal to later developments. In 1963 he hired me as co-worker at Argonne. He

taught me much, including several ways to study electronic excitation of molecules,

including the use of synchrotron radiation, which is now realized in numerous institutions

throughout the world.

The best known of Platzman's accomplishments is the 1952 prediction of the hydrated

electron. In liquid water under irradiation, ionization occurs abundantly; in other words,

many electrons are liberated and move into the water medium, leaving positive ions behind.

To discuss what happens to these electrons, we need to recall a property of the water

molecule: the outermost electrons in the molecule tend to be closer to the oxygen atom

than to either of the two hydrogen atoms. Therefore, when seen from far out, the

molecule looks like a dipole, namely, a line segment with one end positively charged and

trie other end negatively charged. We express the strength of the dipole by the electric

dipole moment, defined as the product of the line length and the magnitude of the charge

at either end. Thus, we say that the water molecule has an electric dipole moment. Indeed,

many characteristics of water are attributable to the large dipole moment. Molecules in
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water at room temperature are moving around, are vibrating internally, and most

importantly, are rotating or changing the orientation of their dipoies, all as a consequence

of thermal motion. If several neighboring dipoies happen to be directed to a central region,

then, to an approaching electron, this region appears like a fixed positive charge. Thus, the

electron is drawn and might be attached to this region if it loses some of its excess energy.

Once the electron stays in the region for a while, then the arrangements of molecular

orientations and hence diploes become more favorable for trapping the electron. Platzman

called an electron thus trapped in water the hydrated electron and reasoned that it ought

to survive long enough to permit spectroscopic detection and also to act as a readily

identifiable species in chemical reactions.

In 1962, Hart and Boag [10, 11] observed the absorption spectrum of the hydrated

electron. Shortly thereafter I witnessed a conversation among Platzman, Boag, and Hart,

sharing the jubilation of the great discovery. Indeed, this discovery is perhaps the most

important contribution of radiation chemistry to chemistry in general. Similar states of

electrons occurring in many dielectric liquids, such as ammonia and alcohols, are called

solvated electrons. They act as a reducing species.

5. Effects of radiation on water

Chemical reactions initiated ionizing radiation are important subjects of study in two

respects. First, many nuclear reactors use water as coolant. Second, water is the major

constituent of the biological cell.

Pioneers in nuclear engineering such as Eugene Wigner were justifiably concerned

about the effects of radiation on materials they considered using in reactors. Water is

certainly one of such materials, because it is available at low cost, and it contains hydrogen

atoms, which are most efficient as a neutron moderator. One may naively imagine that

hydrogen molecules (H2) and oxygen molecules (O2) would be produced from water

(H2O) under irradiation, leading to the production of hydrogen and oxygen gases. If this

occurred, then gas bubbles would emerge from the water coolant in a running reactor and

give rise to high gas pressure in the reactor containment, posing a nasty engineering

problem, as well as a potential for explosion.
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Naturally, studies on chemical changes of water and other materials caused by radiation

began early in the Manhattan Project. These studies were soon established as a field of

research called radiation chemistry, and continue today. It was quickly found that only

small amounts of gas come out of water under irradiation. More strikingly, irradiated

water rebuilds itself almost completely after a period that is short but long enough to

permit numerous collisions between molecules. During this period, diverse chemical

reactions occur among hydrated electrons, hydroxyl radicals (OH), and other intermediate

species produced by irradiation. Full explanation of all this [12] is highly technical, but it is

noteworthy that common molecular substances are usually incapable of reforming

themselves after irradiation. For example, irradiation of oil or gasoline leads to very

appreciable production of hydrogen, methane, and other gases. As an exception, carbon

dioxide CO2 in gas or liquid is effective in reforming itself after irradiation, and is

radiation-resistant.

As for radiation effects on the biological cell, it is important to appreciate that water

dominates in the absorption of energy from radiation. Moreover, the atomic composition

(more importantly, the electron density) of proteins and other constituent molecules in a

cell differs only slightly from that of water; therefore, it is not a bad approximation to

consider pure water in place of a cell, as far as energy absorption is concerned. Thus, a

part of radiation effects on a cell must stem from energy absorption by water; in other

words, hydroxyl radicals and other chemical species are produced from water and react

with biomolecules, leading to some radiation effects. These are called indirect effects.

Alternatively, some of radiation effects are attributable to energy absorption by proteins,

histones, DNA, and other molecules in a cell. These are called direct effects. Most of

experts in radiation biology believe that no consideration based on either indirect or direct

effects alone can be complete; in other words, these two pathways are comparable in

importance. We will return to radiation biology in Section 8.

6. Radiation effects on metals

One of the charms of radiation research lies in the great differences in radiation effects

on different kinds of matter. Metals behave radically differently from molecular substances

such as water and polymers, for example, for reasons to be sketched below.
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Most of the electrons in a piece of metal are tightly bound to an atomic nucleus. These

electrons move around in the immediate vicinity of the nucleus (technically called inner

shells) and play little role in determining atomic structure and material properties. Only a

modest number of electrons moving far from any atomic nuclei are decisive for atomic

structure and material properties related to electricity, magnetism, and optics. These are

called conduction electrons because they cause electric conduction. Ionizing radiation

gives some energy to all of the electrons in matter, and roughly speaking similarly to each

of them. Most of the energy given to the electrons degrades rapidly into a large number of

quanta of atomic vibration (technically called phonons) and then to thermal energy,

without causing irreversible displacements of atoms from their normal positions in the

crystalline structure; thus, radiation heats the metal to some extent but causes little

changes in material properties.

To observe effects of radiation on metal, one must do something special. One way is to

cause a huge amount of x rays or y rays to be absorbed. Another way is to use protons, a

particles, or heavier ions of low speeds, comparable to the speeds of conduction electrons

or lower; such slow particles hardly excite electrons, but they give energy to atoms to set

them in motion, leading to an appreciable probability of irreversible displacements of

atoms and hence to appreciable changes in material properties. Finally, neutrons cause

atomic displacements directly, or indirectly through the generation of moving ions.

Consequently, considerations of radiation effects on reactor materials usually focus on

neutrons, heavy ions, and particles resulting from recoil of them [13].

In a personal conversation near the end of his life, I asked Charlesby, one of the

discoverers of the cross-linking of polyethylene I mentioned in Section 2, how he made the

discovery. His reply was in effect the following. Inl949, when he was new at Atomic

Energy Research Establishment at Harwell, his assignment was to study effects of

radiation on major materials used in nuclear reactors, especially, structurally important

metals. Earlier studies had shown that metals are not highly sensitive to radiation, but his

task was to determine the extent of radiation effects-quantitatively. For months he tried to

measure changes in properties such as electrical conductivity, heat conductivity, and

elastic modulus, but in vain. The changes resulting from a moderate period of irradiation in

a Harwell reactor were so minute that measuring devices conventional at that time gave no
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reliable results; thus, he felt that the task was both boring and frustrating. Then, on a walk

in the city of Oxford, near Harwell, an idea struck him; he saw cheap wristwatches on sale

at a store and bought many of them. The wristwatches then, unlike electronic ones today,

ran with the unwinding of steel springs. He wound all of the watches fully, set them at the

correct time, and put them in the Harwell reactor. He took them out successively after

fixed periods of time, and read the time; he found changes of the time readings,

appreciable enough to be observed at good precision and also closely proportional to the

period of irradiation. He was able to convert the observed results to changes in elastic

modulus and other mechanical properties of steel, and he managed to write a report. This

anecdote shows his mastery of experimental physics in perceiving a huge enhancement of

the sensitivity of measurements by the use of wristwatches.

This experience drove Charlesby to look for a material that would show effects of

radiation more easily. Having irradiated many kinds of materials at hand, he was fortunate

to hit upon polyethylene, that is, a novel material at that time.

7. Measurement of radiation

In telling the story of wristwatch irradiation by Charlesby (Section 6), I mentioned an

effect (changes of the time reading) occurring in proportion to the time of irradiation. Let

us consider this point at some depth. For simplicity, let us assume that the power of a

reactor stays the same. This means that the energy produced per unit time interval is

constant, as is the number of nuclear-fission processes per unit time interval and also the

number of secondary charged particles produced per unit time interval. We are tempted to

say that a wristwatch in the reactor receives a constant "amount of radiation" per unit time

interval. What does the "amount of radiation" mean? The wristwatch in the reactor is

bombarded by particles of different kinds and different kinetic energies. We may choose to

observe some quantity as an indicator of radiation action on matter. Which quantity is the

most suitable? Pioneers of radiation science a century ago stumbled over this problem.

We now use as an index the energy of radiation absorbed by matter of unit mass, called

absorbed dose. The unit of this quantity is the gray or joule/kilogram. With abbreviations,

we write 1 Gy = 1 J/kg. We apply the idea of absorbed dose to any kind of radiation and

to any kind of matter. This notion certainly reflects some empirical knowledge. According
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to measurements, cross-links in polyethylene, atomic displacements in a metal, charge

carriers in a semiconductor, and ions in a gas are all produced in numbers closely

proportional to the absorbed dose, under certain conditions. It is not simple to describe the

conditions completely, but they always include an upper limit for the absorbed dose and

hence for the number of product species. Typically, the number of product species departs

from the proportionality to the absorbed dose when the latter is very high.

Can we derive from theory the proportionality of the number of product species to the

absorbed dose? I have tried to solve this question. However, my answer is not very simple,

and it certainly is too technical to explain here [14]. All I can say here is that the

proportionality is only approximate and is subject to several rather restrictive assumptions

about microscopic processes involved. Consequently, we see that the use of the absorbed

dose is not unequivocally dictated by science but is in essence a stipulation adopted for

convenience.

Despite the above qualification, experimental and theoretical studies on the absorption

of radiation energy by matter form a branch of radiation science called dosimetry, which is

important in many practical contexts in medicine, industry, and law, and therefore is

pursued by many workers. Current studies in dosimetry concern ever more kinds of

available radiation and also quantities far more detailed than the absorbed dose [14].

The goal of the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements

(ICRU) is to provide, starting with the absorbed dose, international standards concerning

quantities related to radiation, techniques for their measurement and calculation, data

necessary for such tasks, reporting of results, and applications to medicine, industry, and

research in other fields. The ICRU was formed in 1925 to address needs of medical

radiologists. I have been a member since 1985. The main job of the ICRU is to select from

the broad topical area of radiation measurements a timely theme suitable for a report, to

find standards of knowledge and judgment reflecting an international consensus, and to

publish a report describing the standards. For this purpose, scientists best qualified to

prepare a manuscript are appointed to form a report committee. After work for several

years, the report committee submits a manuscript to the Commission. Most often the

manuscript is revised after the Commission's deliberations and is eventually adopted for

issue as a report. So far 71 reports have been produced and made available to the public.
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Since 2001 I have been serving as the Scientific Editor, and have worked on the final

stages for Report Nos. 65-71. For a full account of the ICRU activities, I recommend the

web site at www.icru.org. which includes an electronic journal entitled ICRU News.

8. Biological effects of radiation

Following up Section 5,1 now briefly discuss biology. The cell of soft tissue consists of

many kinds of molecules and has a hierarchical structure of many levels. According to

most experts, biological effects stem from changes in molecular bonds and structure in

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) in the cell nucleus, leading to perturbations of normal

functions. Biological effects include the cell death, mutation or transformation of genes,

and malfunctions or diseases of organs. Carcinogenesis, the most notable of the effects, is

attributable to a failure of healthy cell replication and programmed cell death (technically

called apoptosis). However, the cell contains many components other than DNA such as

histones, other proteins, and molecules forming cell membranes. Radiation must cause a

great deal of physical and chemical change in those components; consequences of these

changes remain little studied, as far as I know.

In contrast, radiation-induced changes in DNA have been studied extensively.

Molecules of DNA in a cell are present as the well-known double-helix structure, which is

different from many synthetic polymers. Thus, scientists working on this topic distinguish

between single-strand breaks and double-strand breaks and tell us that the latter kind of

breaks should lead to more severe consequences than the former kind. It has been also

well established that a majority of the breaks or damages of DNA are detected by enzymes

and immunity agents and are repaired; no similar provision is present in inanimate matter.

Another remarkable aspect is that the amount of a biological effect is usually not

proportional to the absorbed dose, even when the absorbed dose is small. Often the

amount of an effect appears to consist of two parts, one of which is proportional to the

absorbed dose and the other to the square of the absorbed dose. What does this mean?

First, one reason for the departure of the amount of some effect from proportionality is

physical and is related to the no n-uniformity of energy absorption over a scale (about a

micrometer or less) that happens to be comparable to the scale of microscopic structures

of constituents of the cell. Second, a biological effect we observe is often not a response
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of a single molecule or even a single cell, but is a coordinated response of a system of cells,

as has recently been recognized increasingly clearly [15].

Even the first (that is, physical) reason alone points to notable consequences. One is

that the amount of an effect for a given absorbed dose depends on kinds and kinetic

energies of particles of radiation, because we know from physics that the spatial

distribution of energy absorption in matter is different for different kinds and kinetic

energies of particles. Another consequence is that the relation between the absorbed dose

and its effect depends on how the intensity of radiation varies with time.

To kill half of the cells in a specific culture might require an absorbed dose of 2.0 Gy

when we use x rays, but only 0.8 Gy when we use neutrons. It is customary to consider x

rays as standard and to express the above finding by saying that the relative biological

effectiveness for neutrons is 2.0/0.8 = 2.5.

In medicine and legal regulations, one uses operational quantities called dose equivalent

or equivalent dose, that is, the product of the absorbed dose and a modifying factor. The

value of this dimensionless modifying factor is determined through analysis of data starting

with the relative biological effectiveness and the kind and kinetic energy of every particle

making up the radiation under consideration. The unit for the operational quantities can be

J/kg, but a special name sievert (abbreviated as Sv) is recommended to emphasize the

distinction from gray. The limit of exposure of a person of the general population isl mSv

/y. The limit of exposure of a radiation worker is 20 mSv/y, on the average, over five

years.

Examples of some larger values are as follows. A member of a crew on an international

space station normally receives about 1 mSv/d, chiefly due to energetic protons from the

Sun and cosmic rays. A large explosion on the surface of the Sun, called a solar flare,

increases the exposure by nearly a factor of 10. A standard goal for killing cancer cells in

therapy is 60 Sv. Exposure of 100 Sv over the whole body is fatal. (Note that thermal

energy of 100 J/kg delivered to a human body will raise the temperature by 0.024 °C

only.)

It is important to set standards for exposures of humans and the environment.

Considerations necessary for this purpose, called radiation protection, extend far beyond

natural science and include elements of economics, law, and decision-making strategy.
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One issue often discussed in this connection is whether the risk of an adverse effect

increases in proportion to the absorbed dose when it is very small or whether it is

negligible up to some value (called a threshold) of the absorbed dose. Questions of this

kind are difficult to answer when considered from the point of view of pure science;

indeed, they are not precise enough to permit a clear-cut scientific answer. An answer to a

question of this kind cannot be inconsistent with the scientific knowledge within its current

limitations, but usually involves a decision or a policy related to the management in a

broad sense.

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) is responsible for

issuing recommendations related to radiation protection. The ICRP and the ICRU

maintain cooperative relations; often the ICRP raises issues to be considered, and the

ICRU provides a scientific basis for considerations necessary to resolve the issues.

9. Role of physics in radiation research and applications

The greatest contribution to human well-being among applications of radiation is

medical diagnosis by x rays. Initiated by Rontgen over a century ago, x-ray medical

imaging has now developed into the computerized tomography (CT), which represents a

feat in imaging technology. It is often said that the CT machine has saved more human

lives than any other machine. The imaging technology with ionizing radiation or with other

agents (such as ultrasonic or low-frequency electromagnetic waves) has many applications

also in materials science, mechanical and structural engineering, geosciences, astronomy,

and military technology.

In connection with diagnosis, I like to point out a wonderful advance I witnessed. The

largest contributor to the total exposure of the general public in the 1960s was x rays used

for medical diagnosis. Now the largest contributor is natural radioactivity. An appreciable

reduction in human exposure was achieved by improvements in machines and detectors

such as photographic films.

A reason for the success of the imaging by radiation is that this technology is based on

firm knowledge of largely established physics. To clarify the foregoing statement and to

show the role of physics, let me present a general observation. I find it appropriate to

separate radiation-physics problems into two classes. Problems of Class I concern the fate
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of radiation after interaction with matter. Problems of Class II concern the fate of matter

after interaction with radiation. A typical problem of Class I is the degree of attenuation of

high-energy photons (that is, x rays or y rays) penetrating matter and its dependence on

the particular kind of matter. Unless the photon energy is extremely low or high, and

unless the atomic number of the matter is very high, we have reliable answers to this

problem from theory and experiment, which serve as a basis for the imaging technology.

Problems of Class I are easy to study experimentally, because one needs merely to analyze

radiation after transmission through matter. Indeed, most of the problems of Class I have

been solved in principle, apart from exceptional cases. (An example is when numerical

results of extremely high precision are required. Another is when matter is highly

inhomogeneous.)

Any problem of Class II is difficult to study, because a complete solution would require

in principle analysis of all the major product species present in irradiated matter.

Techniques available to us now do not meet this requirement. In other words, any

irradiated matter represents a new material in the sense that we do not know all the

component species, and a complete solution would mean full characterization of all these

species. In addition, any irradiated matter is not in thermal equilibrium, and therefore its

properties should be varying with time. Consequently, no complete solution of a Class II

problem has been obtained.

I have personally devoted several years to a simple-looking problem: to characterize

theoretically all the major pathways by which radiation energy is absorbed by pure

hydrogen gas and to evaluate the probability of each pathway. The solution I obtained

with the help of several co-workers turned out to be useful for some astronomers, because

pure hydrogen gas serves as a basis for some considerations about cool regions of

interstellar clouds and about the atmosphere of Jupiter.

Another Class II problem is old, well known, and much more complicated. This is to

ask in effect what happens in a Geiger counter. It contains a gas and a pair of electrodes,

and the passage of an ionizing particle causes a minute discharge that is amplified into a

current that is measurable externally. According to empirical work, it is good to use a gas

mainly made of argon, with a small amount of an alcohol, an ether, or a halogen-

containing molecule. I cannot explain why and how this gas composition is optimal.
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Finally, I wish to add an observation about the role of physics in radiation research. It is

clear from an analysis [14] that contributions of physics have been substantial and decisive

in the development of instrumentation in a broad sense, including radiation sources,

dosimetry, and methods for detecting and analyzing some particular kinds of product

species. However, contributions of physics to the elucidation of mechanisms of radiation

action on matter remain limited and tentative. This trend is likely to continue.

10. Epilogue

I hope that the foregoing discussion conveys a sense of the research I have been

participating in. Limitations of my ability and allotted space prevented me from treating a

broader range of related topics. Some of them concern radiation and radioactivity as

ubiquitous components of the environment and of the universe, as excellently surveyed by

Draganic, Draganic, and Adloff [16]. Other topics are related to nuclear power and

nuclear weapons. A recent book by Garwin and Charpak [17] presents a masterly survey

of the topics.
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